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1. Introduction and Motivation
Leading Internet bookseller Amazon.com continually promotes selected books on
featured areas of its web site. In particular, Amazon maintains thirty-four editorial
discretion pages as well as a variety of additional feature areas, each listing books
specially selected by Amazon’s staff for likely appeal to Amazon’s customers. 1 Selecting
specific books for these pages requires recurring payments to Amazon’s editorial staff;
even as Amazon’s forward- looking business plan might cause the company to retain
these staff even if their present cost exceeds their present marginal contribution to current
profits, with a new focus on profitability both within Amazon and among its investors, 2
quantifying the benefit of this expense takes on increased interest.
A new dataset collected by the author allows estimation of the effect on book
sales of promotional listing on Amazon’s editorial discretion pages. Following Goolsbee
and Chevalier (2001), sales quantities are inferred from sales rank data freely available on
Amazon’s web site, and an automated system tracks which books are promoted when,
where, and how often. The results indicate that promotion of books on editorial
discretion pages within Amazon’s web site yields increases in sales, and more frequent
promotion of a book is associated with larger increases in sales. Increases in sales are
greatest for newly-released hardcover books; increases are larger for childrens’ books,
books in stock, and books more favorably priced at Amazon than at its foremost
competitor, Barnes & Noble. Increases in sales are larger during the period between
Thanksgiving and Christmas than before or after the holiday season, and promotion has a
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At any instant, these category pages are the same for all visitors to Amazon’s site. Separately, Amazon
also provides customized individual recommendation pages – which suggest books likely to be of interest
based on other books viewed or purchased to date. Discussion and analysis throughout this paper considers
only the fixed category pages, not the customized recommendation pages.
2
CNET News.com, 2001.
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larger effect when editorial discretion pages feature only a few books than when they
feature many. Finally, the average short-run effect of promotion on one of Amazon’s
editorial discretion pages is found to be roughly one third as large as the effect of an
appearance in the New York Times Book Revie w, and the annual sum of Amazon’s
editorial discretion promotional activities shows a total short-run impact on sales roughly
three fifths as large as the totality of annual Times book reviews.
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